Zuo Xueliang (Effy)
Former Lawyer in China looking for opportunity in Belgium

Summary

Personal Information
Name:

Xueliang

Work Experience

English name:

Effy

Lawyer at ZTE Corporation Shenzhen

Surname:

Zuo

Date of birth:

15/03/1990

Nationality:

Chinese

ZTE Corporation, commonly shortened to ZTE, is a Chinese multinational
telecommunications equipment and systems company headquartered in
Shenzhen. I was part of the legal department, responsible for legal matters
both in China and worldwide. My main tasks consisted out of:

Contact Information
Keerbergen, Belgium
+32 (489) 44 21 03
EffyZuo@gmail.com

Achievements



I am an enthusiastic young professional born and raised in China. I have lived
in China my whole life until I decided to move to Belgium in July 2017 for
personal reasons. I am currently in possession of a 5 year Schengen VISA and
looking for an interesting opportunity in Belgium.

Bachelor of Law at Shenzhen
University
Passed the bar exam so eligible
to practice law








January 2014 – July 2017

Legal advisory: Advise colleagues worldwide on legal enquiries, review
of contracts and I’ve been actively involved in contract negotiation.
Legal cases: I’ve been responsible for multiple lawsuits (over 20 labour
cases, over 10 civil cases and a handful of economic crime cases). This
included going to court as the company’s lawyer.
Urgent cases: Regularly some cases required urgent attention (such as
supplier bankruptcy, competitor’s unfair market competition and
accidents with employees). Part of my job existed out of dealing with
these urgent matters.
Compliance: Advisory on Compliance issues within the company.
Public relations: Management of certain public relations.

This job required a high level of independence and sense of responsibility,
which I have proven I have. The management trusted my deliverables and
in a positive outcome for the cases I had to work on. I am grateful for the
chances I got within this position as I grew a lot both on a business as on a
personal level.

Skills
Professional
Legal advisory
Public relations
Microsoft Office

Education
Bachelor of Law
Shenzhen University
2009 - 2013

Languages
Chinese Mandarin (native)
English (professional proficiency)

